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Abstract
Anisotropic damage thermodynamics framework allows to model the concrete-like materials behavior and in par-
ticular their dissymmetric tension/compression response. To deal with dynamics applications such as impact, it is
furthermore necessary to take into account the strain rate effect observed experimentally. This is done in the present
work by means of anisotropic visco-damage, by introducing a material strain rate effect in the cases of positive hydro-
static stresses only. The proposed delay-damage law assumes no viscous effect in compression as the consideration
of inertia effects proves sufficient to model the apparent material strength increase. High-rate dynamics applications
imply to deal with wave propagation and reflection which can generate alternated loading in the impacted structure.
In order to do so, the key concept of active damage is defined and introduced within both the damage criterion and the
delay-damage evolution law.
At the structural level, strain localization often leads to spurious mesh dependency. Three-dimensional Finite
Element computations of dynamic tensile tests by spalling are presented, with visco-damage and either without or
with non-local enhancement. Delay-damage, as introduced, regularizes the solution in fast dynamics. The location
of the macrocrack initiated is found influenced by non-local regularization. The strain rate range in which each
enhancement, delay-damage or non-local enhancement, has a regularizing effect is studied.
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Nomenclature
Notation Meanning
〈x〉+ = max(x, 0) positive part of scalar x
〈x〉− = min(x, 0) negative part of scalar x
〈T 〉+ positive part of symmetric second order tensor T
X : Y , X : Y contracted product Xi jYi j, Xi jklYkl
H Heaviside function, H(x) = 1 if x ≥ 0, H(x) = 0 if x < 0
1 second order unit tensor
trT trace Tkk of tensor T
T D = T − 13 trT 1 deviatoric part of second order tensor T
A, a damage parameters
b, ˙D∞ delay-damage parameters
dact active damage
D second order damage tensor
E, ν elasticity parameters
E Hooke’s tensor
f damage criterion function
lc characteristic length
εˆ Mazars equivalent strain






σ˜ effective stress tensor
σD deviatoric stress tensor
ψ Helmholtz specific free energy
ψ⋆ Gibbs specific free enthalpy
1. Introduction
The degradation mechanisms of quasi-brittle materials such as concrete are mainly governed by the nucleation and
the propagation of micro-cracks. Present within the representative volume element (RVE) of Continuum Mechanics,
these micro-cracks lead to strain softening and degrade the elastic properties. When unloading, the micro-cracks
partially close, some permanent strains remain and partial stiffness recovery is observed [1, 2].
Concrete behavior is therefore traditionally modeled by use of plasticity and/or damage constitutive equations.
Plasticity models the permanent strains and the softening behavior if a negative hardening is considered [3, 4, 5, 6] but
the degradation of elasticity parameters is not represented. Theories of elasto-(visco-)plasticity coupled with damage
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] can be considered for general loading conditions. They lead to numerical complexity,
often for quasi-brittle materials because of the introduction of several criterion functions written in different spaces
(strains space for damage and stresses space for plasticity) and they involve a large number of material parameters.
For simplicity and efficiency, a possibility (valid for not too high confinement) is to consider elasticity coupled with
damage only. This continuous damage framework, classical for concrete-like materials [15], is the one considered
here.
Tensorial damage has to be introduced when the observed micro-cracking pattern is anisotropic [16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. This leads to mathematical complexity. But taking into account the induced anisotropy (i.e.
to put more physics in the model) allows to reduce the numbers of material parameters [27, 28]. This also allows to
propose damage models fully consistent with thermodynamics of solids materials [11, 13, 29]: a single (state) damage
variable represents any micro-cracking state, either due to tension, to compression or to any 3D tensile or compressive
loading.
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The dynamics behavior of quasi-brittle materials has been modeled within Continuum Damage Mechanics frame-
work [30]. The relative increase of concrete apparent strength with the loading rate (or strain rate effect [31, 32, 33]) is
gained by introducing viscous effects in so-called visco-damage or delay-damage laws [8, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43].
Most of the damage models which do not consider plasticity – i.e. pure visco-damage models – either give a sym-
metric tension/compression response, or consider an isotropic damage represented through a tensile damage variable
Dt and a compressive one Dc. As mentioned above, this feature is not consistent with the thermodynamics definition
of a state variable representing a micro-cracking pattern (whatever the loading sign), but it is quite efficient to make
uncoupled (visco-)damage evolutions in tension and in compression (and also to make uncoupled the strain rate effects
in tension and in compression). Doing so, two criterion functions and two viscosity laws have to be considered (each
time one for tension, one for compression), increasing the number of material parameters to identify [38, 41].
Dissymmetry tension/compression in quasi-static monotonic loading can now – in a not too complex manner –
be modeled by means of induced anisotropic damage. The case of alternated loading is quite more difficult to handle
and has not been studied much in quasi-static or slow – such as seismic – dynamic loading cases [44, 45, 46], even
less in high-rate dynamics (in which wave propagation and reflection effectively leads to alternated stresses). In order
to propose an anisotropic damage model suitable for such dynamics applications, the concept of active damage is
defined and used in both the criterion function and the novel delay-active damage law (see sections 2.2 and 3). It is
a key concept to make uncouple the rate dependent responses in tension and in compression in dynamic and impact
cases. A modular damage model is then be proposed: with delay-damage or strain rate independent, with or without
active damage, local or non local.
Last, regularization issues are studied (section 6), mainly from a computational point of view, for different versions
of the modular anisotropic delay-damage model. Damage softening constitutive equations lead to the well-known
problem of mesh dependency due to strain localization. A now classical method to deal with this difficulty is the
non-local enhancement [47, 48]. It has proven its efficiency in quasi-statics. The case of dynamics implying waves
propagation still needs attention [51, 52, 53, 54]. Another possibility is to introduce a time dependency in the degra-
dation mechanism. Initially, this was a numerical tool to avoid mesh dependency, in case of plasticity [55] but also
in case of continuous damage [30, 38, 56, 57, 58]. Within continuous damage constitutive equations, to introduce
a saturating damage rate has proved quite efficient regarding regularization [39]. The modular delay-damage laws –
with or without active damage, local or nonlocal – proposed in present work extends such a feature to the case of
induced damage anisotropy. One attempts therefore to answer to the question of its material representativity (in terms
of strain rate effect reproduced) but also of its efficiency as a localization limiter (with the same identified material
parameters).
2. Initial anisotropic damage model
2.1. Initial model for monotonic applications
An anisotropic damage model has been proposed in the thermodynamics framework [27, 28] introducing for
quasi-brittle materials a single damage variable (the second order tensor D) as the representation of the damage state
due to micro-cracking. Mainly due to induced anisotropy, the dissymmetric response of concrete in tension and in
compression is obtained with a low number of material parameters (5 including elasticity parameters). Mazars damage
criterion [15] is used in this initial model, with the advantage of simplicity for instance from the numerical point of
view.







tr σ˜ 1 or ε = E−1 : σ˜ (1)
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1The power α of a positive symmetric second order tensor T is taken in terms of principal values, making T diagonal as Tdiag = P−1T P with P




where (.)D stands for the deviatoric part of a tensor and < . >+ (resp. < . >−) for the positive (resp. negative)
part of either a scalar or a tensor (in terms of principal values). Previous relationship is inverted as
σ = (1 −D)1/2 σ˜ (1 −D)1/2 − (1 −D) : σ˜3 − tr D (1 −D) +
1
3 [(1 − tr D)〈tr σ˜〉+ + 〈tr σ˜〉−]1 (3)
• Damage criterion,
f = g(εˆ) − tr D so that
 f < 0 → elastic loading or unloadingf = 0 & ˙f = 0 → damage growth (4)
where εˆ =
√













introducing κ0 as damage threshold, A and a as damage parameters. Note that other definitions of the equivalent
strain can be used [50, 59].
• Induced damage anisotropy governed by the positive extensions2,
˙D = ˙λ〈ε〉2+ (5)
In the rate independent formulation the damage multiplier ˙λ is determined from the consistency condition f =
0 & ˙f =0.
2.2. Damage deactivation for micro-cracks closure
Splitting into positive and negative parts the hydrostatic stress in the state potential allows to reproduce naturally
a partial micro-deffects closure for alternated loading (the example of tension followed by compression is given next).

















It is split into two parts, deviatoric and hydrostatic – itself also split into two parts. The hydrostatic part is not affected
by damage for negative hydrostatic stresses, i.e. bulk modulus is constant in compression (compaction is not modeled).
Damage acts fully on shear (deviatoric) stresses, independently of their sign. Such a potential represents then partial
stiffness recovery under alternated loadings.
For a complete recovery, it would be necessary to split also the deviatoric term into a negative and a positive
part [11]. This makes the numerical scheme much heavier for a limited interest. Note that the few experimental
results existing on concrete behavior under alternated loading [1] are not sufficient to conclude on how complete is
the stiffness recovery.
The initial model of section 2.1 is not able to deal properly with alternated loadings since the damage threshold
in terms of strains κ(tr D) = g−1(tr D) acts as the isotropic hardening of metals plasticity, but in the strains space.
Isotropic hardening is known as not sufficient to model cyclic plasticity (kinematic hardening is usually introduced
for such a purpose). With κ(tr D) consolidation function, the threshold is reached in compression (resp. in tension)
for a larger strain (in absolute value) after a damaging loading in tension (resp. in compression) than for a monotonic
loading (Fig. 1(a)). In order to solve this problem – similar to the one encountered when modeling metals Bauschinger
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with maxI εI the maximum principal extension. Definition (7) is such as dact = tr D in monotonic tension as well as
in monotonic compression. The damage threshold is then rewritten:
f = g(εˆ) − dact = 0 (8)
keeping then unchanged the material parameters of initial model. The damage threshold is now reached for the same
equivalent strain in a compression (resp. a tension) following a damaging tension loading (resp. compression) than in
the monotonic compression case (resp. tension). Figure 1(b) shows the damage deactivation effect on an alternated
loading tension – up to a damage amount in loading direction D1 – followed by compression. The peak stress in
compression is well reduced when the compression follows a damaging tension. A contrario, note that the ultimate
strain in compression (at vanishing stress) is not affected by the amount of damage D1 reached in tension.
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(a) Without damage deactivation

























(b) With damage deactivation
Figure 1: Effect of damage deactivation on a tension up to D1 followed by compression loading.
2.3. Extension to nonlocal
Classical mesh dependency occurs when using previous local damage model in a Finite Element code. A non-local
enhancement can be used to gain the mesh independency. One just has to replace local Mazars strain εˆ in the damage
criterion f by nonlocal strain εˆnl and to set
f = g(εˆnl) − dact (9)
Mazars nonlocal equivalent strain can be defined by use of an integral form (next with a Gaussian nonlocal weight
function) or of an implicit second gradient form. One uses here the non-local integral averaging over the whole domain
[47]:






















with lc the characteristic length. Let us mention the implicit gradient enhancement [60, 48]
εˆnl − l2c∇2εˆnl = εˆ (11)
which can be used instead of Eq. (10).
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3. Anisotropic delay-damage model
Experiments show that concrete tensile strength can be multiplied by a factor of 10 or more for high strain rates
(high meaning of the order of ε˙=150 s−1 [35]) while in compression the dynamic increase factor – the ratio f dync / fc
of the dynamic strength to the quasi-static one – does not exceed 2 or 3. In compression, strain rate effects can be
explained at high rates by inertia consideration [61, 62, 63]: internal forces due to acceleration lead to a confined stress
state which makes concrete more ductile and resistant [64]. In tension at low strain rates, the strength enhancement
can be related to viscous effects due the presence of water inside the cement matrix [65], while when the strain
rate is increased there is a transition from a single macro-crack failure to a multiple cracking pattern due to defects
obscuration mechanisms [69]. It is chosen next to reproduce the strain rate effect in compression simply by considering
the inertial terms in the global equilibrium. The only ”material” strain rate effect which will need modeling will then
be the tensile one. Different possibilities exist in the litterature, depending on the deformation mechanism considered,
visco-plasticity [66, 41], visco-elasticity [42], viscous hardening [40], visco-damage [9, 38]. In present work, the time
dependency is introduced through a viscosity law for damage evolution, extended to induced anisotropy.
3.1. Visco/delay-damage laws
A modeling possibility for high-rate dynamics and impact consists in making the strain rate affect the stress-strain
response of concrete. The introduction of a characteristic time in dynamics indirectly defines a characteristic length.
In the present case of elasticity coupled with damage this is done by introducing a viscosity or visco-damage law
Dv = Dv(tr ˙D) in Mazars criterion [67, 68]. The damage evolution occurs not anymore at f = 0 but at f = Dv > 0.
A classical law for isotropic damage is Norton-Perzyna power law, Dv = k ˙D1/m, with k and m the visco-damage
parameters [38]. Such a law leads to an unbounded damage rate often too important at high strain rates.
It is possible to bound the damage rate, for instance by the maximum rate ˙D∞ = 1/τb, a material parameter equal
to the inverse of a characteristic time τb [39]. To gain this property in the thermodynamics framework one sets
f = g(εˆ) − tr D = Dv > 0 Dv = −1b ln
(




from which derives the delay-damage law extended in induced damage anisotropy
tr ˙D = ˙D∞
[
1 − exp (−b(g(εˆ) − tr D))] (13)
bounding tr ˙D at high strain rates.
This regularization is defined locally (i.e. at RVE scale, at a structure Gauss point in Finite Elements) and is well
adapted for dynamics computations. It allows for the determination of the damage multiplier ˙λ (of eq. 4) and replaces
the consistency condition f = 0, ˙f = 0 of the rate independent case.
Note that for small values of the criterion function f = g(εˆ) − trD the exponential simplifies as the linear law (m=1):
1 − exp(−b f ) ≈ b f → f = Dv ≈ 1b ˙D∞
tr ˙D (14)
Expression (13) models the strain rate effect encountered in concrete materials as shown in figure 2. The viscous
effect obtained with law (13) is of the same order of magnitude in tension and in compression when material evidences
exhibit a smaller effect in compression. For quasi-brittle materials, one proposes then the following exponential law,
H(trε) tr ˙D = ˙D∞ [1 − exp (−b(g(εˆ) − tr D))] (15)
which bounds the damage rate for positive hydrostatic strains and which deactivates the delay effect for negative
hydrostatic strains (H(x) = 1 if x > 0 , H(x)= 0 otherwise is Heaviside function).
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3.2. Damages deactivation in dynamics
In dynamics, loading sign changes are frequently encountered due to wave propagation. Following the develop-
ments of section 2.2 for quasi-static loadings, the active damage can be introduced in the delay-damage model, both
in the damage threshold and the viscosity law, in order to deal with alternated loadings. It is possible in these cases to
make the damage state due to compression (previously represented by tr D) not affect the strain rate effect in tension.
This is a key point to properly model with anisotropic damage waves induced dynamics failure. In that purpose, the
novel anisotropic delay-damage evolution law is written in terms of active damage dact (defined by Eq. (7)):
H(trε) ˙dact = ˙D∞ [1 − exp (−b(g(εˆ) − dact))] (16)
3.3. Constitutive equations of delay-active damage model












1 − tr D + 〈trσ〉−
]
1 (17)
• Damage criterion (local) f = g(εˆ) − dact , using the viscous regularization (12),
f ≤ 0 → elastic loading or unloading
f = Dv > 0 → damage growth (18)
• Induced damage anisotropy governed by the positive extensions, damage multiplier ˙λ being determined from
f = Dv(dact) rewritten as Eq. (16)
˙D = ˙λ〈ε〉+ (19)
Note that a non-local model, is gained simply by replacing εˆ by non-local equivalent strain εˆnl (Eq. 10) in
damage criterion:
f = g(εˆnl) − dact (20)
The non-local delay-active damage evolution law is then:







3.4. Positivity of the intrinsic dissipation
It has been shown in previous works [70, 28] that the local initial model of section 2.1 was thermodynamically
consistent, for instance that it leads to an intrinsic dissipation due to damage D = Y : ˙D ≥ 0 positive for any loading,
even non proportional, even random. The proof, not recalled here, is valid for a family of thermodynamics potential
ρψ⋆ – including potential (6) – and does not need the explicit derivation of the thermodynamics force Y = ρ ∂ψ⋆
∂D . It
just needs the feature ˙D ≥ 0 of a positive (tensorial) damage rate and applies to non standard damage models, for
which the damage evolution law is not gained by normality from a convex criterion function f .
For the delay-damage model, the damage rate ˙D = ˙λ〈ε〉+ is a positive tensor, built from the positive eigenstrains,
as the damage multiplier ˙λ is as usual positive (when f = Dv ≥ 0, damage growth) or zero (when f < 0, elastic
unloading).
The case of non local modeling is more complex in the general case as it strongly depends on the thermodynamics
formulation for the nonlocal enhancement [71, 48, 50]. A comparison of nonlocal and gradient-enhanced softening
continua can be found in [49] (it is shown for instance that wave velocity is unbounded for the explicit gradient
enhancement, which is not a physical feature). Strain localization and dispersive wave propagation in softening
plastic Cosserat media has been studied in [72]. A recent review on the implicit gradient thermodynamics formulation
[73] summarizes the different approaches (called micromorphic in Forest’s work). A rigorous formulation recovering
Eq. (11) considers the variable eˆ and gradient variable ∇eˆ as additional state (thermodynamics) variables. Following
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[74] and [73], eˆ is derived from virtual work consideration as equal to εˆnl given by Eq. (11). In order to allow this,
note that Hemholtz free energy becomes (with α and lc as material parameters),
ρψnl = ρψlocal(ε,D) + α
2
[
(εˆ − eˆ)2 + l2c∇eˆ · ∇eˆ
]
(22)
with ρψlocal = supσ(σ : ε − ρψ⋆) gained by Legendre transform of Gibbs free enthalpy (6). Note that the elasticity













which recovers Eq. (17) only if a small value for α is considered. Another pragmatic formulation simply postulates
the non-local enhancement (for example as Eq. (11) or as the integral averaging (10)) and does not derive it from
virtual work consideration.
In both cases, the (conjugate) thermodynamics force Y = −ρ ∂ψnl




∂D remains unchanged compared
to the local model. And it is still defined in a local manner. The proof [70] of the positivity of the dissipation due to
damage holds then. Recall that for thermodynamics potential (6) it only needs ˙D ≥ 0 (as one only needs a positive
scalar rate ˙D ≥ 0 in case of nonlocal isotropic damage [74]). The second principle of thermodynamics is fulfilled for
the nonlocal anisotropic delay-damage model.
4. Strain rate effect and its consequence on damage growth
4.1. Monotonic loading
Experiments made either on hydraulic testing machines at different controled strain rates, or performed with
Hopkinson bars at larger strain rates, exhibit the so-called rate effect: the larger the strain rate the larger the apparent
tensile f dynt or compressive f dync strengths. The results for concrete are gathered in the strength increase f dynt / ft and
f dync / fc vs ε˙ curves of figures 2 and 3, with ft = ft(ǫ˙ ≈ 0), fc = fc(ǫ˙ ≈ 0) the quasi-statics ultimate stresses in tension
and in compression.
Figure 2: Strain rate effect in tension for concrete , after [32, 33, 34, 35, 36].
As already mentioned, the strength increase observed in compression is weaker than in tension (Fig. 3) and can
be related to inertia effects that confine the material. This same enhancement is simply reproduced by Finite Elements
if inertial forces are considered (Fig. 4). The model of section 3 has been used for this computation with the set of
material parameters: E = 42 GPa, ν = 0.2, κ0 = 5.10−5, A = 5000, a = 2.93.10−3, ˙D∞ = 50000 s−1 and b = 1.
8
Figure 3: strain rate effect in compression for concrete , after [31].
Figure 4: Inertia effect in compression .
The computation is performed on a single cubic element loaded in uniaxial compression. Recall that damage
evolution occurs without viscosity in compression (neither from delay-damage law (15) nor from law (16) due to
H(trε) = 0). In tension (H(trε) = 1), delay-damage allows to represent the strain rate effect shown in Fig. 2. It is
exactly the same without or with active damage (as long as there is no initial compressive stage).
The two delay-damage parameters , ˙D∞ and b, have been identified such as one has simultaneously a noticeable
strength increase starting from a strain rate of about 1 s−1 and still a brittle softening behavior at 200 s−1 (cf. Fig.
5). A good fit for the strain rate effect is obtained with the common value b = 1 and with ˙D∞ = 50000 s−1 (which
corresponds to a characteristic time τb = 2.5.10−5 s ).
Further investigations on the consequences of such a modeling on computations of impacted structures are pre-
sented in section 6.
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(a) low strain rates (b) high strain rates
Figure 5: Calculated stress-strain curves at different strain rates (anisotropic delay-damage model).
4.2. Alternated loading
Figure 6 shows that the deactivation of damage in dynamics (i.e. the use of dact in the delay-damage law, Eq. 21)
allows to reproduce a physically consistent strain rate effect in tension after a first damaging stage in compression.
The example presented consists in a numerical simulation carried out on a single cubic element first damaged in







and then loaded in tension at a strain rate of ε˙11 = 10s−1. The numerical response for a monotonic tension loading
at the same strain rate is also represented for comparison. When the law in tr D is used (Eq. 15, without active
damage), the strength reached in dynamic tension is found larger (≃ 25 MPa) after a damaging compression than
in case of the undamaged material (≃ 10 MPa). This is quite not realistic ! With damage deactivation (law 16),
the strength enhancement in dynamics is found of the same order of magnitude with or without the initial damaging
compressive stage. This shows the importance of the active damage concept (7) for dynamics.
5. Numerical implementation in a Finite Flement code
The numerical implementation in a Finite Element computer code can take advantage of the strain form of the
damage criterion in order to avoid the use of an iterative process at the local Gauss point level. This key feature is
of most importance in explicit dynamics as many (small) time steps are needed. The scheme proposed next for the
anisotropic delay-active damage is detailed in two steps: one first focus on the delay-damage law time discretization,
second on the numerical scheme for the full anisotropic damage model. The strain εn+1 at time tn+1 is assumed known
as well as quantities at time tn, and one seeks the damage Dn+1 and stress σn+1.
5.1. An explicited Euler backward scheme for delay-damage law
Let us consider a damaging increment.
The case of negative hydrostatic (trε ≤ 0) leads to the same resolution as in quasi-statics as one has then H(trε)
= 0 and:
dact n+1 = g(εˆn+1) (24)
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Figure 6: Effect of damage deactivation on the tensile strain rate effect (ǫ˙ = 10 s−1).
In case of positive hydrostatic strain (trε > 0), the derivative with respect to time of the delay-damage law (16)
leads to:











Using Euler backward scheme,
¨dact n+1 ≈
˙dact n+1 − ˙dact n
∆t
(27)




( ˙dact n+1)2 − (g′(εˆn+1) ˙εˆn+1 + ˙D∞ + 1b∆t ) ˙dact n+1 + g′(εˆn+1) ˙εˆn+1 ˙D∞ +
˙dact n
b∆t = 0 (29)
so that the active damage rate at time tn+1 is solution of the second degree equation (here in a form which avoids the















dact n+1 = dact n + ∆t ˙dact n+1 (31)
with as initial conditions dact 0 = 0, ˙dact 0 = 0 and where:
Bn+1 = g′(εˆn+1) ˙εˆn+1 + ˙D∞ + 1b∆t (32)
Cn+1 = g′(εˆn+1) ˙εˆn+1 ˙D∞ (33)
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5.2. Explicited Euler backward scheme for anisotropic delay-active damage model
The time integration procedure for the full anisotropic delay-damage model takes place at a Gauss point and
solves in a coupled manner the constitutive equations of section 2. The strain εn+1 = ε(tn+1) at time tn+1, the damage
Dn and the active damage rate ˙dact n at time tn are the inputs of the procedure. The outputs are the stresses σn+1
and the damage Dn+1, but also the active damage rate ˙dact n+1 at time tn+1. Euler backward implicit scheme is used
for stability reason, i.e. the variables are replaced by their value at time tn+1 in the constitutive equations when the
damage rate ˙D and the damage multiplier ˙λ are replaced by ∆D = Dn+1 − Dn and ∆λ = λn+1 − λn in the damage law.
In order to integrate the damage model proceed as follows:
1. Compute the equivalent strain εˆn+1 =
√
< εn+1 >+:< εn+1 >+
2. Make a test on the criterion function f = g(εˆn+1) − dact n
• If f ≤0, the material behaves elastically, set then Dn+1 = Dn, ˙dact n= 0 and dact n+1 = dact n
• If f > 0, the damage must be corrected by using the damage evolution law discretized as ∆D =
Dn+1 − Dn = ∆ λ〈εn+1〉+ . Gaining dact n+1 from equation (24) if trεn+1 < 0, from equations (30)-(33)
if trεn+1 ≥ 0, allows to derive the exact expression for the damage multiplier increment ∆λ,
∆λ =




and the actualization of the damage tensor D,
Dn+1 = Dn + ∆λ 〈εn+1〉+ (35)
3. Compute the stresses using first the elasticity law written σ˜n+1 = E : εn+1, with E isotropic Hooke’s tensor.
Using then eq. (3) with σ = σn+1, σ˜ = σ˜n+1, D = Dn+1 finally gives the stress tensor at the end of the increment
σn+1.
The complete numerical scheme is fully implicit (it is Euler backward scheme) therefore robust and stable, but it
has the main advantage of the explicit schemes: there is no need for a local iterative process as the exact solution of
the discretized constitutive equations are analytically explicited.
When damage reaches large values, one must be carefull to ensure the damaged elastic tensor to remain positively
defined. This is done for induced anisotropic damage by using a specific procedure for the numerical control of rupture
[28].
6. Dynamic tensile test by spalling
6.1. Experimental set-up and 3D Finite Elements computations
The example developed here is the numerical simulation of a dynamic tensile test. This setup has been developed
in order to obtain the tensile strength of concrete at high strain rate [35]. Its principle is described in figure 7. The
setup consists in a striker (launched at the velocity V), an input bar and the tested specimen. The input bar of the
experimental set up has a diameter of 40 mm for a 100 mm length, while the concrete sample has the same diameter
for a length of 120 mm. After the impact of the striker at the right end, an incident stress wave propagates in the input
bar. One part of the wave is transmitted into the specimen and another one is reflected at the bar/specimen interface.
The transmitted compression wave is reflected at the free end and becomes a tensile stress wave. Because of the
dissymmetric tension/compression material behavior, this leads to fracture of the specimen in the spall plane.
The first computations presented here reproduce the experimental conditions (specimen size and impact velocity).
The applied loading consists in an imposed motion of the impacted (right) face of the specimen. The motion evolution
is gained from experimental datas, the loading function is presented in figure 8. The 3D mesh is composed of prismatic
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Figure 7: Principle of the dynamic tensile test, from [35]
























Figure 8: Numerical loading: imposed motion of the impacted face
Figure 9: 3D mesh for numerical simulation of dynamic tensile test
elements with 6 nodes. There are 48 elements in the direction of the specimen length (elements length = 2.5 mm).
The mesh is represented in figure 9.
Experimentally, one observes that the main crack appears at 5.42 cm from the impacted face [36]. The exper-
imental material parameters are not known with accuracy, the parameters taken for the model are given in table 1.
6.2. Strain rate and micro-cracks closure effects in impacted structures
This example illustrates the role of the strain rate and of the micro-cracks closure effect since the macro-crack
position is strongly dependent on the concrete tensile strength in dynamics, which is, as mentioned before, influenced








If strain rate effect
b 1
˙D∞ 50000 s−1
Table 1: Parameters for the anisotropic delay-damage model
value for which the strain rate effect is very influent. Furthermore and as shown in figure 10 the incident compression
wave (along x-axis) strongly damages the specimen. The damage in compression reaches Dyy = Dzz = 0.75 (with
Dxx = 0) in the most damaged zone. This means that the problem of a much too high apparent concrete strength in
tension following compression is encountered if damage deactivation is not considered (recall that damage deactiva-
tion through the consideration of active damage dact represents in a macroscopic way the micro-cracks closure). One
can notice that the specimen is not damaged near to the free face. In this zone, due to the reflexion of the incident
wave, compression and tension waves are superimposed and lead to a quasi vanishing stress state at this stage.
Figure 10: Damage map Dyy = Dzz after the incident compression wave
Let us compare computations with four versions of the modular anisotropic damage model: with and without
strain rate effect and with and without damage deactivation. The damage maps for Dxx (due to tension) at the times
corresponding to failure for the different model versions are given in figure 11. One can see that the position of the
crack and the time at which failure occurs depend on the version of the model chosen, i.e. on if the strain rate effect is
represented or not, if damage deactivation is considered or not. Strain rate effect leads to a later failure in an area more
distant to the (left) free face because the maximal strength is tension is enlarged. If one compares the two models
without damage deactivation to the experimental result, one observes that the major crack is too close to the free
face in the version without delay-damage, and too far from it with delay-damage written in tr D. Damage deactivation
allows then to correct the position of failure. With both damage deactivation and delay-damage, failure occurs close to
the middle of the specimen, which fits well with the experimental result. It is important to notice that without damage
deactivation, failure occurs in the less resistant area, which is, for the delay-active damage model the area not affected
by damage in compression (close to the free face). In that case, the principal element that governs the position of the
crack is more damage state (through the tracetr D of the damage tensor) than the strength enhancement due to strain
rate effect.
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Figure 11: Damage map Dxx for the differents version of the anisotropic damage
6.3. Regularization in dynamics
Delay-damage and non-local computations are efficient tools do deal with localization issues, but each of these
model enhancements has its own domain of validity in terms of strain rate. In this section, one quantifies for which
strain rate range it is relevant to apply these localization limiters
The micro-deffects closure modeling – by means of the active damage concept – has no influence on the efficiency
of the regularization. Therefore, the results presented next without damage deactivation are relevant to qualify the
quality of the regularization. Four models are compared (without damage deactivation then):
• initial local model, no visco-damage (i.e. without regularization case),
• local delay-damage model with criterion function expressed in terms of tr D,
• initial non-local model, no visco-damage,
• non-local delay-damage model which combines the two previous models, the delay-damage law reading:




−b(g(εˆnl) − tr D)
)]
(36)
The parameters are still those of table 1, i.e. the delay-damage parameters are those representing the experimental
strain rate effect and are therefore not chosen for regularization purpose.
In order to study the regularization, two results are observed: Dxx damage fields and the evolution of the ejection
velocity. If damage is localized in one (or a few) element zone, whatever the size of the elements, regularization is
not efficient. What is called ejection velocity corresponds to the evolution of axial velocity vx of the center of the free
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face. When failure occurs, the part of the specimen located on the left of the crack is ejected. The ejection velocity
depends on where and when this happens, therefore it is a good indicator of the mesh dependency.
One compares the results for 3 meshes (coarse 3300 DOF, medium 6468 DOF et fine 12804 DOF, cf. Fig. 12).
To illustrate the need of regularization, a computation with the same meshes and the initial model (without non-local
regularization nor delay-damage) is performed first (results in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14).
Finally two different impact velocities are compared in order to establish at which strain rates the regularization
methods are efficient. The case called ”fast impact” corresponds to the experimental case described above. The loading
for the case called ”slow impact”, described in paragraph 6.5, consists in applying the same maximum displacement
but in a 4 times longer time. The specimen geometry has to be adapted.
Figure 12: 3 Meshes used for fast impact
6.4. Fast impact
6.4.1. Without Regularization
Without regularization, damage is classically localized in a thin area (Fig. 13), which reproduces well the kind of
failure observed. If one looks at the ejection velocity (Fig. 14), the result is clearly mesh dependent. The three curves
obtained for the three meshes are not superimposed anymore from the time at which strain and damage localization
occurs (t ≃ 0.75 ms). This is typical from a non-regularized computation. The results are not reliable since they
depend on the discretization chosen.
Figure 13: Damage maps Dxx without regularization - fast impact
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Figure 14: Ejection velocity without regularization - fast impact
6.4.2. Delay-damage regularization
In that case, the thickness of the damaged area is not limited to a low number of elements. For the coarser mesh,
the critical damage is reached in 2 rows of elements (Fig. 15). The velocity evolution (Fig. 16) shows less important
differences between the results for the different meshes than without regularization. We can consider, given the weak
mesh dependency, that the solution is regularized in that case (theoretical results with delay damage can be found
in [39]). For the strain rate range considered (of the order of magnitude of 100 s−1), delay-damage is an efficient
regularization tool.
Figure 15: Damage maps Dxx with delay-damage regularization - fast impact
6.4.3. Non-local regularization
The internal length lc is taken equal to 1.5 cm for the three meshes, which corresponds to 3 elements (in the
longitudinal direction) for the coarse mesh, 6 for the medium one and 12 for the fine one.
The 3 damage maps (Fig. 17) exhibit a larger damage zone that previously (about 3 cm), which tends to decrease
with the mesh size. It looks as if non-local regularization in dynamics spreads damage in a too important zone. The
association of non-local enhancement, which averages the equivalent strain in a defined area (therefore make non-local
damage evolution), with fast wave propagation is not able to describe a localized failure. Nevertheless, the solution is
perfectly regularized, as seen on the ejection velocity curves (fig 18), in which the results exhibit absolutely no mesh
dependency.
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Figure 16: Ejection velocity with delay-damage regularization - fast impact
Figure 17: Damage maps Dxx with non-local regularization - fast impact
(a) Complete evolution (b) Detail
Figure 18: Ejection velocity with delay-damage and non-local regularization - fast impact
6.4.4. Delay-damage and non-local regularization
The idea of combining delay-damage and non-local regularization aims at taking advantage of both: good regu-
larization thanks to non-local formulation and representation of the experimental strain rate effect with visco-damage.
But, as seen in figure 19, this choice seems not appropriate as it leads to an non-homogeneous damage state inside the
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specimen. The edge effect of non-local averaging is found very high around the lateral face, so that a too low damage
level is obtained far from the center of the spall plane (in top and bottom areas of cross section view). Furthermore,
failure occurs close to the (left) free face of the specimen, as if the strain rate effect were not represented. However,
as shown by both the damage maps and the velocity evolution (Fig. 20), the solution is perfectly regularized.
Figure 19: Damage maps Dxx with non-local regularization - fast impact














































Figure 20: Ejection velocity with delay-damage and non-local regularizations - fast impact
6.5. Slow impact
In the previous paragraph, it has been established that delay-damage regularization was the best adaptated for
high-rate dynamics. One aims here at studying the case of slower dynamics, where the strain rate effect is lower or
even negligible. Therefore, the same impact computations are performed but with a slower loading. The maximum
displacement imposed to the right face specimen remains the same, but the loading duration is multiplied by 4. If the
bar length is kept unchanged, the incident wave starts to reflect on the left free face before the maximum displacement
is reached. rom this results that the stress state is a complex superimposition on tension and compression waves which
does not lead to failure. For that reason, the geometry considered next is chosen longer (96 cm, i.e. 4 times previous
length) but keeps the same diameter (2cm). Three different meshes, with the same number of degrees of freedom as
before, are compared (Fig. 21). For that example, the average strain rate is around 3 s−1.
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Figure 21: 3 meshes for slow impact
6.5.1. Without Regularization
Without regularization, damage is localized in a thin band, which decreases when the mesh is refined (Fig. 22).
Figure 22: Damage maps Dxx without regularization - slow impact
When localization occurs (around t= 0,4 ms), ejection velocity curves (Fig. 23) stop to superimpose and exhibit
large differences between them (mesh dependency).














































Figure 23: Ejection velocity without regularization - slow impact
6.5.2. Delay-damage regularization
With delay-damage (Fig. 24), damage maps exhibit mesh dependency as in the no regularization at all case. Two
different localization bands are obtained, even three with the finer mesh.
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Figure 24: Damage maps Dxx with delay-damage regularization - slow impact
Ejection velocity evolution curves (Fig. 25) confirm the fact that for low-rate dynamics delay-damage cannot
be considered as a regularization method if the delay-damage parameters are identified from the material strain rate
effect. In the case studied, to model the strain rate effect has a small influence on the result (the localization band is
more distant from the (left) free face where reflection takes place, which means that the concrete strength is higher),
but not on the mesh dependency.
















































Figure 25: Ejection velocity with delay-damage regularization - slow impact
6.5.3. Non-local regularization
As expected and as for fast dynamics, non-local regularization leads to a perfectly regularized solution in terms
of damage maps (Fig. 26) as well as for velocity evolutions (Fig. 27). The localization band remains however quite
large in that case.
6.5.4. Delay-damage and non-local regularization
Delay-damage associated with non-local enhancement leads to a solution which does not present the same reg-
ularization quality as single non-local enhancement or single delay-damage, separately. The damage maps present
a variable number of localization bands (Fig. 28) and the differences observed between the velocity evolutions are
significant (Fig. 29).
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Figure 26: Damage maps Dxx with non-local regularization - slow impact
(a) Complete evolution (b) Detail
Figure 27: Ejection velocity with non-local regularizations - slow impact
Figure 28: Damage maps Dxx with delay-damage and non-local regularizations - slow impact
Conclusion
A 3D anisotropic visco/delay-damage model for concrete in dynamics is developed in a modular formulation.
Each modeling elementary block, the delay-damage one, the active damage one, the nonlocal enhancement, can
be activated or not. Important feature, the material parameters already identified are kept unchanged when switching
from one model version to another one. The numerical scheme proposed is robust and quite simple (as Euler backward
scheme is used and as there is no need for iterations at Gauss point level).
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Figure 29: Ejection velocity with delay-damage and non-local regularizations - slow impact
Thanks to the introduction of Heaviside term H(trε) in delay-damage evolution law, the model represents the
strain rate effect observed in tension while the apparent strength increase in compression is simply obtained by con-
sidering inertia forces.
Active damage has been defined and introduced in the so-called anisotropic delay-active damage model. It has
proven to be a key concept to deal with alternated loading (most usual in wave propagation and reflection cases). It
is introduced in both the damage criterion function and the delay-damage evolution law, for both quasi-statics and
dynamics applications. A main conclusion of present work is that active damage should not be considered as an
optional elementary brick of the model but should be included in the basic constitutive equations of the anisotropic
damage model.
Regularization properties have been studied from 3D computations of dynamics tension tests with Hopkinson bars
for different versions of the anisotropic model. The corresponding conclusions are:
– Classically, the anisotropic delay-damage model proves its ability to regularize the Finite Element solution if the
strain rate is large enough to have a significant effect on the stress-strain response and on the apparent strength
increase. Less classically and result specific to concrete, the parameters identified to represent the material
strain rate effect are efficient for high-rate dynamics regularization purpose.
– With the same delay-damage model (and parameters), the low-rate dynamics computations have not been reg-
ularized.
– Non-local enhancement, an efficient regularization method in quasi-statics as well as in dynamics, has not given
satisfactory results for the location of the failure plane (even when combined with delay-damage). The non-
local averaging seems to interact too much with wave propagation and changes much the location of the failure
plane. Edges effect have also been found too pronounced.
Both non-local enhancement and delay-damage have then their (separate) domain of validity in terms of strain rates.
A model valid for any strain rate will combine both, but will make the non-local characteristic length a decreasing
function of the strain rate, setting for example








with l0c the usual quasi-static characteristic length, ε˙⋆ and n additional material parameters. At low strain rates lc(ε˙) ≈
l0c = Cst and the model recovers the classical non-local model, when at high strain rates lc → 0 and the model tends
toward the local delay-damage model.
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